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ABSTRACT 
This research examined the requirements placed on computer networks by large scale 
scientific instrument collaborations and how they are met. Specifically, this study examined 
and characterized the networking requirements of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at 
CERN, an example of a large scientific instrument. 
A number of on-going research projects were surveyed to identify how the LHC 
requirements could be met. This included network measurement projects and circuit based 
services projects. 
Requirements not previously addressed, to measure and manage network outages, and 
maintenance events were identified. A database schema that supports outage and 
maintenance management across multiple domains was developed. A methodology for 




1.1. Large Scale Distributed Science Instruments 
This research examined large science instruments to determine their network 
requirements. A number of large science instruments and collaborations are being developed 
which are possible only on a global scale. Some of these experiments require geographically 
diverse facilities while others are distributed for economic reasons. These instruments 
generate massive quantities of data that need to be archived and analyzed. The data archiving 
and analysis tasks, themselves, may require globally distributed computing architectures to 
be feasible. Some instruments have user communities that span the globe who need local 
access to the data, or may need to control the instrument remotely. 
A number of instruments fit this description. The LHC, ITER, and Electronic Very 
Long Baseline Interferometers (EVLBI telescope) are three examples. There is also a 
significant class of instruments or collaborations that are smaller in scale but experience 
many of the same problems. This includes advanced light sources, confocal microscopes, 
Tokomaks, gene sequencing instruments, and some climate research. 
The network has become an integral part of many of these instrument systems 
because of their distributed nature. The systems depend on the network to move data from 
sensors to archive and analysis systems, to transport visualizations from the experimental 
apparatus or the analysis systems to the users, and to allow remote users to control or direct 
the experiment or analysis in real time. 
Multiple independent networks must work together to suppo~~t the end-to-end 
requirements of these instrument systems. The geographic scale of the instruments exceeds 
the scope of any single research or education network. Therefore, the networking 
requirements can only be met by regional, national, and international networks working 
together to provide an end-to-end solution. 
1.2. Managing Outages and Maintenance Events 
Providing a robust end-to-end networking solution requires a greater level of 
cooperation between the component networks to provide the required end-~to-end services. 
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This will require new intra-domain tools and capabilities, including support for the ability 
coordinate maintenance events across domains. The component networks will also need the 
ability to coordinate diagnostic efforts along an end-to-end path, and easily determine if end-
to-end problems detected are related to known problems in other domains on the path. 
The second component of this research defined a database schema to describe 
network outage information in a standardized fashion, and a methodology to publish this 
information in an existing measurement framework. A measurement framework populated 
with this information allows end users and network operators from any domain to query the 
networks along a path for past, current, and future network status. 
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2. NETWORKING CHARACTERISTICS 
The large science instruments network requirements can be specified and quantified 
using a set of network characteristics. Some of these characteristics have been identified in 
the Global Grid Forum's Network Measurement Working Group (GGF-NMWG). Others are 
in common use in the industry. 
2.1. Footprint 
The footprint describes the geographic scope or reach of a network, or network 
requirement. A network footprint consists Of a list of Points of Presence (POP), which are 
physical locations where external access to a network is provided. The list may be general in 
nature, listing a set of cities, or research institutions. It may also include complete 
engineering studies with detailed POP information including the telephone exchange number 
(area code plus the next 3 digits), the full street address, and building floor, room number and 
rack identifiers. 
The footprint specification of a science instrument or collaboration consists of the list 
of physical locations. It must include the locations of research machinery and analysis 
centers. It may also include information about notable user communities, if they require 
significant network resources for visualization, instrument control, or other reasons. 
2.2. Bandwidth 
Bandwidth is a measure of the speed that a network can transfer data between two 
points. It is typically measured in bits per second. Multiple types of bandwidth have been 
identified in the literature. The most useful bandwidth measurement when specifying 
networking requirements is capacity. "Capacity is the maximum amount of data per time unit 
that the hop or path has available, when there is no competing traffic." 1
The bandwidth specifications for a science instrument or collaboration consist of 
estimates of the quantity of data that must be moved between different points in the footprint, 
and details about time constraints for the data movement. This can be a simple specification 
in bits per second for workflows that require long-term steady state data movement. More 
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often, it will be tied directly to the workflow process. For example, a fusion experiment may 
specify that X gigabytes of sensor data from a Tokamak must be transferred to the analysis 
center in the first Y minutes after a shot Z times an hour. 
2.3. QOS 
The Quality of Service (QOS) requirements of an experiment can be quantified by a 
set of characteristics that describe how data are treated as they transit a network. The main 
QOS characteristics are packet loss, delay, and jitter. Network devices control QOS by 
implementing different Per-Hop-Behaviors (PHB) for traffic in different QOS classes. 
Packet loss is a measure of the packets that are injected into the network that are not 
delivered to the destination. This is usually measured as a simple percentage. There are other 
methods to quantify loss including 1 way loss, loss burstiness, and loss free seconds that are 
useful in some contexts.2
Delay is the measure of the elapsed time between the time when the first bit of a 
packet is injected into the network and the time the last bit is delivered to the destination. 
This is also called one-way delay. 
Jitter is a measure of the variation in delay experience by successive packets. There 
are several different ways to calculate jitter. The method standardized in the IETF, called ]P 
Packet Delay Variation (IPDV), uses the difference in one way delay between two selected 
packets.3
Network devices, including switches and routers, implement QOS by applying PHBs. 
The specific PHBs available vary significantly across different vendors and devices. 
Common PHBs include queuing disciplines such as FIFO with tail drop and Weighted 
Random Early Discard, and leaky bucket policers. 
Most current switches and routers implement QOS supporting the Diff-Sery model.4s
This model provides 6 bits for a total of 64 unique Diff Serve Code Points (DSCP). However, 
most network equipment provides only 4 unique queues. These queues are typically allocated 
as follows in research and education networks: Network Control (NC), Expedited 
Forwarding (EF), Best Effort (BE), and Less than Best Effort (LBE). LBE is also called 
scavenger or Q-Bone Scavenger Service (QBSS) because it was first widely deployed in the 
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Q-Bone. The NC code point is usually reserved for use by network routing protocols and is 
not available for use by end users or experiments. 
The QOS specification for an instrument should specify the data flows that have 
special QOS requirements. For example, it may specify that instrument control data flows 
between site A and B must have less than 80 milliseconds of latency, less than 5 milliseconds 
of jitter, and less than 10e-8 packet loss. Another common example is specifying that large 
data transfers must be given less than best effort treatment so they do not adversely affect 
interactive applications and video conferencing along the same path. 
2.4. Availability 
Availability is a measure of how well the networks uptime characteristics meet the 
SLA requirements. Availability is a ratio of network uptime in a time period divided by the 
total length of the time period. It is frequently expressed as a number of nines. The number of 
nines of availability is the number of leading nines in the ratio when expressed as a percent. 
Five nines is a common commercial telecommunications network availability target. 
This is equivalent to 5 minutes of down time a year. Research and education networks are 
frequently designed with a target between 2 nines (3.65 days/year) and 3 nines (8.76 
hours/year). 
The availability specification should describe the impact of outages and quantify the 
uptime requirements. In some cases a total availability metric can represent all of an 
instruments availability requirements. This may not be the case with instruments that have 
significant duty cycles. For example, a fusion Tokamak experiment has well-defined duty 
cycles that determine its availability requirements. The reliability requirements are very low 
when the Tokamak is off-line but are very high for 4 or 5 of the minutes out of each hour 
when it is on-line. Therefore, the availability specification must specify the different the 
availability requirements in place during different phases for experiments with significant 
duty cycles. 
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3. LHC NETWORK REQUIREMENTS 
The Large Hadron Collider is a high energy physics collaboration that supports five 
large experiments. This facility is global in nature for economic reasons. Over $2 billion 
dollars have been invested in the LHC by member countries and partner nations.6 The LHC 
collaboration includes more than 30 countries, 150 institutions, and over 2000 physicists 
from across the world. 
The LHC consists of an accelerator at CERN, and analysis centers distributed around 
the world. The accelerator is a particle accelerator that is 17 miles in circumference located at 
CERN along the border between France and Switzerland. Each experiment: ALICE, ATLAS, 
CMS, LHCb and Totem will use different detectors on the particle accelerator to explore 
different areas in high energy physics. 
The accelerator and detectors at CERN generate huge quantities of data that must be 
processed at analysis centers to obtain results. These centers are distributed around the globe 
for political and financial reasons. ~ 
The LHC experiments are using a tiered analysis center model. Tier 0 is located at 
CERN with the accelerator. The Tier 0 center at CERN is responsible for recording the raw 
data and first level event reconstruction, providing a permanent archive for one copy of all 
the raw data, and distributing a second copy to the Tier 1 centers. 
There were 11 Tier 1 centers in January 2006 (Table 1). The Tier 1 centers' main 
function is to maintain the experiments data. The centers have the responsibility to 
collectively maintain a second complete archive of all of the raw data generated by the LHC. 
They maintain all of the simulated and processed data generated by the Tier 2s and are 
responsible for serving the experiment data to the Tier 2 analysis centers. 
There are 40 Tier 2 centers distributed around the world. s Many of these centers are 
federations of multiple universities and laboratories. A list of Tier 2 sites can be found in 
Appendix 1 and a map showing their geographic distribution is in Figure 1. The total number 
of Tier 2 physical locations exceeds 100. The Tier 2 centers are the main data analysis 
facility within the collaboration. The Tier 2 centers will download data from Tier 1 centers, 
analyze it, and upload results back to the Tier 1 centers. The Tier 2 centers will also perform 
the bulk of the Monte Carlo simulations necessary to understand how the accelerator and 
detectors are functioning. These results are also uploaded to the Tier 2 centers for storage and 
distribution. Collectively, the Tier is will provide a permanent archive for the raw data, the 
simulation data, and the analysis objects. 
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The LHC has a global footprint. It touches every continent except Africa and 
Antarctica therefore, the networking task is large. (The analysis facility in Brazil is working 
on becoming a recognized Tier 2.) The approach taken by the LHC to defining and 
implementing their networking requirements is somewhat chaotic. Each Tier 1 and Tier 2 
center is responsible for funding and implementing its own networking requirements. 
This approach led to some concern because the network is a critical component of the 
experiment. Therefore, the LHCOPN working group was formed to help address this issue. 
The LHCOPN group is responsible for designing and implementing the network between the 
Tier 0 at CERN and the Tier 1 facilities. The LHCOPN working group members come from 
the Tier 1 centers and CERN. ESnet and GEANT are also participating. The Tier 0 to Tier 1 
network footprint is illustrated in Figure 1.9 The footprint for the Tier 2 centers is illustrated 
in Figure 2 and a detailed list is in Appendix 1. 
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Figure 1 LHC Tier 0 to Tier 1 Network 
Figure 2. LHC Tier 2 Sites by J. Knoblochlo 
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Several additional issues affect the footprint. First, the list of Tier 2 sites is not static. 
It is expected that NSF will solicit proposals and fund additional Tier 2 centers in the US in 
2006. Second, a number of institutions are participating in the experiment but are not 
formally recognized centers. For example, the University of Michigan has accepted 
significant responsibility for initial accelerator calibration which will require significant 
network resources early in the project. 
3.2. Bandwidth 
The bandwidth requirements for the LHC are difficult to estimate. The values 
presented here are based on the information available in early 2006. This information is 
known to be incomplete for several reasons. The LHC will start running in Winter 2007, but 
it will not be operating at full luminosity unti12008 or 2009. It is assumed that the accelerator 
and the detectors will be completed according to design, and will function as designed. 
The computing models used to estimate traffic flows are based on analysis methods 
from previous high-energy physics experiments that did not use grid computing techniques. 
The software for the LHC is based on grid technology. It will not be possible to fully 
determine the impact of this change until after the designs for the LHC analysis software is 
complete. 
The LHC planning documents assume that each center will function at its committed 
performance rates. Some of the centers will probably not meet their goals, whereas other 
centers will exceed their published goals by significant margins. This will have a significant 
impact on the networking requirements. 
There are geographic, technical, and economic aspects to the Tier 2 data access 
patterns that have not been resolved. For example, the LHC scientists are actively designing 
new analysis techniques. It is not possible to accurately predict the data access requirements 
for the new applications that will be developed in the coming years. 
The bandwidth requirements for the LHC can be broken down based on the source 
and destinations of the flows. The Tier 0 to Tier 1 data rate estimates vary depending on the 
types of collisions. During proton proton collisions, the Tier 0 to Tier 1 data flows are 
estimated at about 500 Mbps per Tier 1 center for a total aggregate of around 5.5 Gbps. 
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During heavy ion collisions, the Tier 0 to Tier 1 data flows are estimated at 1.3 Gbps or an 
aggregate of 12.4 Gbps. (This is an over-estimate because some of the Tier 1's may not be 
processing heavy ion data.) The Tier 1 centers will also be sending data back to the Tier 0. 
This is estimated at rates of 20 to 40 Mbps per Tier 2 or 220 to 440 Mbps aggregate.11
The Tier 1 centers will not operate on completely independent blocks of data. It is 
anticipated that each `average sized' center will also average an aggregate 1 Gbps of data 
exchanged with the other Tier 1 s. This is both an inbound and an outbound average rate. 
The Tier 1 to Tier 2 data rate estimates vary widely. Some estimates put it as low as 
lOMbps per Tier2. Other estimates exceed 1 Gbps aggregate rates into and out of each Tier2. 
These bandwidth requirements are illustrated in Figure 3. 
Steady state rate estimates 
for a single Tier 1 
and a single Tier 2 
Figure 3. LHC Tier 1 and Tier 2 Bandwidth Estimates 
The bandwidth estimates presented are long term average sustained data transfer 
rates. They do not indicate the bandwidth of the circuits necessary to support these rates. 
Provisioned circuit bandwidth should exceed these rates by a factor of two or more for 
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redundancy, to account for inefficiencies in the transfer protocols, and provide the ability to 
catch up after outages. An additional margin should be added to compensate for potential 
errors and known limitations in the estimating process. 
3.3. QOS 
The LHC collaboration uses the network for many different tasks including 
interactive applications, web and email, video conferencing, and transferring huge quantities 
of data. It might be possible with over-provisioning and careful tuning to get all of these 
applications to coexist without interfering with each other. A more likely scenario is that the 
bulk data transfers constant probing of the network queues for additional capacity will cause 
unacceptable video conferencing performance and erratic web and on-line application 
response times. 
Therefore, the experiment can benefit from using multiple QOS levels. The order of 
magnitude difference in bandwidth requirements between the bulk data transfers and all the 
other applications combined actually simplifies the problem. The bulk data transfers should 
be handled at an LBE QOS level. The transfers are large, and managed by a queuing system 
with throughput measured in the minutes and hour timescales. Robust data transfer protocols 
are not sensitive to millisecond scale changes in latency caused by queuing delays. 
All the other applications could use BE. They should not experience any queuing 
delays because their aggregate bandwidth requirements are smaller than the margins of error 
on the requirements used to size the links. 
There is some discussion in the LHC planning documents about priority data and 
event transfers for analysis. This could be implemented by adding an EF QOS service at the 
network layer. However, this is probably best handled in the file transfer queuing system 
because it will also require priority access to the data storage systems at both ends. 
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3.4. Availability 
The availability requirements of the LHC project are the most difficult requirements 
to quantify. Three different levels of requirements have been identified. 
The most liberal requirements can be found in the formal project documentation such 
as the Tierl and Tier 2 MOU. The MOU specifies 99% availability for the Tier 0 network 
(3.65 days of downtime a year), 98°Io availability for each Tier 1's network (7.3 days of 
downtime a year), and 95% for each Tier 2's network during prime business hours (13 week 
days a year). These are generally considered to be unacceptably low requirements. 
Some of the most conservative "requirements" are generated by fear, uncertainty and 
doubt. There was discussion at the March 2006 JET meeting about the political or 
congressional backlash that might occur if one of the international partners makes an 
important discovery when the US systems are off-line due to a network problem. This has 
lead to claims of requirements for 99.99% availability for the US Tier 1 to Tier 0 network. 
The generally accepted goal is that the Tier 0 to Tier 1 networks should design for 
99.9°Io availability rates. This involves provisioning redundant paths with independent 
equipment so most failures can be automatically routed around via software. The Tier 1 to 
Tier 2 networks should target 99% availability. This level of availability is in line with most 
university computing and networking environments that have limited off hours staffing and 
next day hardware support. 
3.5. Measurement 
One meta-requirement that is frequently overlooked is the need for network 
measurement capabilities. The network necessary to support the LHC is large and complex. 
A network of this size will experience outages, maintenance, updates, and changes on a daily 
basis. Measurement capabilities are critical so operators can ensure that a constantly 
changing network is performing as expected. 
The LHC network measurement systems must be able to determine if the network is 
functioning correctly independently of the LHC data transfer, archiving and analysis 
applications. The applications will be complex. They will fail from time to time. It must be 
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easy to determine if the problem is caused by the application or a change in the underlying 
network. 
The network measurement systems must allow partial path analysis to facilitate 
isolating and identifying problems. Many of the network paths supporting the LHC will cross 
4 or more different administrative domains. In general, it is easy to fix problems once they 
have been identified. The measurement system must have capabilities that will facilitate 
debugging difficult multi-domain network performance problems. 
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4. CIRCUIT AND MEASUREMENT RESEARCH SURVEY 
4.1. Circuit Services 
A significant number of research projects are looking at methods to deliver circuit 
based services. The goal is to be able to use low cost hardware and flexible software to 
provision low cost end-to-end paths that meet research and education network requirements. 
The promise is that dedicated circuits or "light paths", will be cheap and ubiquitous. 
The circuit based services approach is a common theme across research and education 
networks. CANARIE has been offering circuit services for several years. GEANTs next 
generation backbone, GN2 is providing 2 connections for each NREN. One is for standard IP 
traffic and the second is for circuit services. ESnet has developed the Science Data Network. 
This is a second backbone network to deliver circuit based services that will run in parallel to 
their production IP backbone. Internet2 has deployed HOPI to look at the issues with 
deploying and managing a hybrid network supporting packet switching and circuit based 
services. 
The most significant motivating factors for deploying circuit services is the high cost 
of full featured IP routers. There is a perception in the community that Ethernet and SONET 
switches are approximately one tenth the cost of full featured IP routers and optical switches 
are approximately one tenth the cost of Ethernet and SONET switches. This is pushing 
bandwidth starved science experiments towards circuit based services.12
End-to-end circuit services may be able to solve the QOS problem by providing 
independent circuits for each QOS level required. They solve the bandwidth requirements if 
they can be built using very low cost equipment and there is an abundance of fiber available. 
4.1.1. GEANT Circuit Projects 
GEANT has several circuit projects. The most mature is Performance and Allocated 
Capacity for End-users (PACE). The PACE software is being developed by GN2 Service 
Activity 3 (SA3). This activity is responsible for providing production quality Premium IP 
service on the GN2 infrastructure. SA3 is providing these services by developing a system 
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that can provision MPLS circuits layered on top of an IP infrastructure. These MPLS circuits 
will provide QOS guarantees for the traffic flowing across them.13
The Joint Research Activity 3 (JRA3) aims to provide bandwidth on demand to the 
GN2 end user community via end-to-end circuits. This is a research activity to develop tools 
for provisioning end-to-end sub lOGE rate Ethernet services across GN2 and the NRENS,14
GEANTs research activities and service areas are making contributions important to 
networking for large scientific instruments. GEANT is a unique organization because of its 
NREN user base. GEANT is forced to look for cross domain solutions, because all if it's 
traffic crosses at least 3 domains.. 
4.1.2. DRAGON 
The Dynamic Resource Allocation via GMPLS Optical Networks (DRAGON) 
project is a collaboration between Mid-Atlantic Crossroads, University of Southern 
California Information Sciences Institute, George Mason University, University of Maryland, 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center and Massachusetts Institute of Technology Haystack 
Observatory. The goals of the DRAGON project are to create end-to-end transport services 
for high end science applications. The services they are creating are dynamic, deterministic 
and manageable. 
The DRAGON project has been focusing on control plane issues. They are working 
with GMPLS. They are exploring ways t0 utilize existing routing protocols to solve problems 
with resource scheduling in the dynamic optical domain.15
4.1.3. CHEETAH 
Circuit-switched High-speed End-to-End Transport ArcHitecture (CHEETAH), is an 
NSF sponsored research project at the University of Virginia, Polytechnic University, and 
Los Alamos National Laboratory. The goals of the CHEETAH project are to develop a 
service providing end-to-end circuits consisting of local area Ethernet segments that are 
mapped into Ethernet-over-Sonet wide area circuits. These services would parallel existing 
routed networks, and could be used by applications such as high speed file transfer. 16 
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An interesting aspect of the CHEETAH project is their work on file transfer 
protocols. Their Fixed-Rate Transport Protocol (FRTP) is an extension of the SABUL to 
provide high performance on dedicated circuits. This is a useful contribution because high 
speed file transfer requirements are a common component of most large scientific 
instruments. 
4.1.4. HOPI 
The Hybrid Optical and Packet Infrastructure research project is funded by Internet2. 
The HOPI project was formed to help plan for the evolution of the Abilene and NLR 
networks, and to develop a test bed where candidate hybrid network designs could be 
evaluated. The HOPI project is trying to figure out how to combine packet based networks 
and circuit switch infrastructures into a coherent next generation network.~~ 
HOPI is collaborating with and trying to tie together many of the other circuit 
research projects. The HOPI Testbed support center is run by some of the DRAGON 
collaborators. The bandwidth reservation sub project (BRUW) is sharing code with the 
OSCARS project. HOPI is actively collaborating with ESnet, GEANT and others to run cross 
domain interoperability tests. 
4.1.5. OSCARS 
The On demand Secure Circuits and Reservation System is funded by DOE. The 
goals of this project is to develop and deploy a prototype that can reserve and then provision 
guaranteed bandwidth circuits across a domain in the near term, and interact with similar 
systems in other domains to provision end-to-end paths. One strength of the OSCARS 
research is they are focusing on how to develop and deploy a service that can co-exist with a 
production network. OSCARS has begun cross domain interoperability testing with the 
BRUW portion of HOPI and SA3 . ~ g 
4.1.6. UCLP 
User Controlled Light Paths (UCLP) is a research project funded by CANARIE. The 
goals of the UCLP project are to develop a configuration and provisioning tool that will 
allow users to create end-to-end light paths. 
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UCLP is using grid technology and services oriented architecture. This could provide 
a strong base for multi-domain integration efforts. 
UCLP is one of the most mature circuit based services research projects. They have 
released several versions of the UCLP software. The most recent release focused on greatly 
simplifying the interfaces provided to end users. It has been in use on the CANARIE network 
for several years. It is currently being evaluated in multiple domains around the world.19
4.2. Performance Measurement 
The LHC is one of the first large instruments to be deployed with very large 
networking requirements. The LHC, and the grid software projects it supports, are driving the 
development of new capabilities in network measurement systems. Two significant new 
developments are the schemas developed by the Network Measurement Working Group 
(NMWG) in the Global Grid Forum (GGF), and the "Performance focused Service Oriented 
Network monitoring Architecture" (perfSONAR) collaboration between ESnet, GEANT, and 
Internet2.20
4.2.1. NMWG 
The NMWG produced several valuable products. The first was "A Hierarchy of 
Network Performance Characteristics for Grid Applications and Services" 1. This document 
provides a set of clear definitions for performance characteristics. This set of common 
definitions simplifies comparing measurement results from different measurement tools. 
The second valuable product is an XML schema describing network characteristics. 
This schema can be used to publish and exchange network measurement results. This schema 
forms a basic interoperability layer between tools that generate network measurements and 
tools that support comparing, analyzing and visualizing network measurement results. 
4.2.2. PerfSONAR 
PerfSONAR is a collaboration between ESnet, GEANT, Internet 2, and over a dozen 
European National Research and Education Networks (NRENS). The foundations for this 
collaboration were laid down at the GNEW conference in 2004.21 This workshop identified 
that the collaborators had very similar network measurement frarriework requirements, and 
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that the tools deployed in each network must interoperate across all of the networks to be 
useful. 
PerfSONAR is a network measurement framework developed by this collaboration. 
PerfSONAR takes the NMWG schema one step farther by defining a framework for a suite 
of network measurement services that use the schema. 
The PerfSONAR framework envisions a large cross domain suite of network services 
built on top of a web services framework. These web services exchange messages to invoke 
network measurements, store and retrieve network measurements, transform network 
measurements, describe network topology, or locate other measurement services. These 
messages are based on, or are extensions of the NMWG Version 2.0 schema. 
All of these message exchanges can occur within or across domains. The system will 
leverage amulti-domain authentication federation such as eduroam22 to authenticate users, 
authorize requests, and maintain accounting and audit trails. 
The first perfSONAR service implemented was the Measurement Archives (MA). 
The MA stores and publishes network measurement data. The first MA deployed provided 
current and historical link utilization data by leveraging the large existing Round Robin 
Databases (RRD) at the participating networks. Since then additional MAs have been 
developed that allow storing data into RRDs and exporting data from an SQL backend. 
Another MA exports latency measurements collected by the IPPM application. 
Work is progressing on an implementation of a MA with a generalized MySQL or 
XML database backend. This MA will be able to manage arbitrary measurement data 
presented in the NMWG Version 2 schema. 
The second service implemented was the Measurement Point (MP). The MP service 
receives network measurement requests, makes network measurements, and returns the 
results. There are at least 3 different MP code bases deployed and more under development. 
The MPs that are currently under development or deployed can measure latency 
several different ways (ping, IPPM, OWAMP), bandwidth (BWCTL) and utilization. There 
is also an MP that provides a looking glass service. 
The Lookup Service (LS) allows users and services to find each other. Each service 
should register with a lookup service when it is started, and refresh its registration on a 
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regular basis. The lookup service maintains meta-data about the services deployed within a 
domain, and information about the lookup services in other domains. The currently deployed 
LS is limited to a single domain. A cross domain LS implementation is in progress. 
The Topology Service (TS) gathers, processes and exports topology information. The 
TS was originally envisioned as a complex transformation or inference service. This service 
would extract topology, routing and other information from various measurement archives to 
resolve queries such as "Which measurement point is closest to router X?", or "What path 
would packets from A to B take?" However, the current work is focused on significantly 
simpler questions such as "How are the devices in domain X interconnected?", and providing 
the data necessary to draw weathermap style network diagrams. In essence, the TS is 
becoming a combined MP and MA that is focused on topology data. 
The original perfSONAR framework included an authentication service. This 
authentication service architecture has been overcome by events. Developing a cross domain 
authentication service dedicated to the perfSONAR architecture is not an efficient use of 
resources. Instead the perfSONAR collaboration is going to utilize the authentication 
infrastructure that is being developed by the eduroam community, and is being extended by 
the GEANT JRAS group to support general cross domain applications including 
measurements, bandwidth on demand, and dynamic circuit setup projects. 
The framework also included a transformation service. It is uncertain at this time if 
that functionality will be maintained as an independent service. It may end up being 
integrated into the MP, MA, and TS . 
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5. AVAILABILITY MANAGEMENT 
Managing end-to-end network availability requires cooperation from each 
independent domain in the path. Each individual domain must manage availability within its 
domain and provide information about its internal network status to the other participants. 
These interfaces must be clearly defined. They should exchange data using standardized 
schemas (NMWG) and using standardized interfaces (web services). 
5.1. Availability Metrics 
Measuring availability or the ratio of uptime to downtime for a simple circuit is 
straight forward. However, computing a single metric to describe availability for an end-to-
end path crossing multiple networks, which each have multiple internal paths, is complex. 
For example, the Energy Sciences network (ESnet) is a research network that serves 
U.S. Department of Energy research laboratories. ESnet provides connectivity to the full 
Internet, and very high-speed transit from the labs to other research and educational 
networks. Logically, the network consists of three types of circuits: site access links, 
backbone links, and peering access links. 
The site access links provide connectivity between the laboratories and the ESnet 
backbone. The current model for site access links is to provision a Metropolitian Area 
Network (MAN) in a ring configuration so it can provide 2 to 4 lOGbps Ethernet connections 
between the laboratories and the ESnet backbone. 
The exchange access links provide connectivity between the backbone and exchange 
points. Exchange points are facilities where multiple networks meet to exchange traffic. 
ESnet provides transit between the labs and the global Internet at approximately 10 exchange 
points distributed across the country. In general, ESnet maintains more than one connection 
to each peer network. In some cases there are 4 or 5 connections to provide additional 
bandwidth and lower latency. 
The backbone provides the nationwide infrastructure that connects the MANs and the 
exchange points. This ties all of the components together and provides multiple paths 
between any two points. 
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The ESnet uses dynamic routing protocols to control forwarding in the network. 
These protocols detect failures and route around them if possible. However, detecting failures 
and computing forwarding tables to route around them takes time. 
In this environment there are usually multiple paths between any individual ESnet site 
and every other Internet-connected computer in the world. A single link failure will reduce 
the aggregate capacity of the network. Some traffic flows may experience a short outage 
during route convergence. However, single a failed link will not reduce the number of 
destinations that can be reached, and render the whole network unavailable. 
An approach to addressing this problem is to generate separate availability metrics for 
different user communities. For example, ESnet computes availability metrics for each site 
based on the availability of at least one path between the site and any ESnet backbone router. 
ESnet computes a different availability metric for the backbone based on the uptimes of the 
core backbone devices, and the existence of at least one path connecting all of the core 
devices. 
These metrics are useful for managing reliability within ESnet. However, these 
aggregates do not provide the necessary information to compute availability metrics for an 
end-to-end circuit required by a large science experiment. 
There are several ways to determine availability metrics for amulti-domain circuit. It 
can be directly measured by sending constant probes end to end, or it can be computed by 
aggregating availability data computed by each individual domain based on the availability 
of at least one path across their domain. 
An aggregate availability metric cannot be computed by simply adding together the 
availability ratios for each of the component networks. The raw data for the downtime for 
each domain must be compared and overlapping outage windows coalesced. Down time due 
to routing changes must also be estimated and taken into account. 
5.2. Outage Tracking 
Most availability tracking systems rely on a component of a Network Management 
System (NMS) to detect outage events. Frequently, these systems use a combination of 
different mechanisms to detect outages. The most common mechanism implemented by 
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almost all NMSs is to process SNMP traps2~. SNMP traps are messages sent to the NMS by 
the network devices when they detect a problem. Network equipment can be configured to 
send traps to designated systems when they detect an interface goes up or down, routing 
protocol adjacencies go up or down, or when a system is powered up, or going down. 
There are several other common mechanisms used by NMSs to ensure that the 
devices they are managing they are still up and functioning. Some systems monitor the traffic 
volume on interfaces and alarm when it exceeds or drops below a thresholds. Some systems 
poll devices on a regular basis while other systems monitor routing protocols. All of these 
mechanism are capable of generating outage events. 
The NMS can generate reports that describe each outage event. These reports contain 
details about the device or link that was affected, the time it went down, and the time it came 
back up. The reports frequently contain raw data that require additional processing to 
generate meaningful outage information. 
An important processing step is to extend each outage window reported by the NMS 
to include the routing protocol convergence time. Routing protocols take anywhere from 60 
milliseconds (SONET protect switching or MPLS fast-reroute), to 3 minutes or more (BGP) 
to converge after a change in the underlying topology. 
Another processing step is to filter the effects of unstable changes. A common failure 
mode for a link that is just barely out of specification is for it to rapidly bounce between up 
and down. This can generate hundreds of state transitions per minute and is usually handled 
gracefully by the routing protocols using standard dampening techniques. The raw NMS data 
need to be processed to take into consideration the dampening techniques implemented by 
the hardware and the routing protocols in use. 
The final step required to process NMS data and generate available metrics for a 
circuit crossing a domain is to apply a topology filter. The topology filter is a construct that 
defines the sets of links that support a circuit. If multiple paths across a domain are possible, 
then the filter will contain multiple sets of candidate links. 
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5.3. Maintenance Planning 
Planned maintenance adds a new dimension to availability management. The concept, 
that outages which are planned and publicized in advance will not impact operations as much 
as unplanned outages, is well established. 
It is common for Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with commercial network 
providers to differentiate between outages in maintenance windows and outages outside 
maintenance agreements. This distinction is important to some types of scientific 
instruments. For example, the impact of outages in the circuits supporting bulk data transfer 
from detectors to analysis centers will be minimal if they occur when there are no data 
queued up for transfer. Conversely, outages in circuits used for instrument control will have a 
significant impact if the outages occur when the instruments are in use. 
It is important in amulti-domain network environment to be able to identify and 
characterize maintenance events. Maintenance on one portion of a circuit may make the end-
to-end circuit unusable. Multiple NMS systems in different domains may detect that the 
circuit is not functioning and alert operations staff to debug the problem. Being able to 
determine if the portion of the circuit that is failing is in a planned maintenance window 
reduces operational expenses. 
It is also important to be able to identify all of the existing planned maintenance 
windows on a set of circuits when scheduling a new maintenance window. There are many 
cases where a set of redundant circuits is used to provide higher reliability. Being able to 
identify and coordinate planned outages on redundant facilitates allows maintenance to occur 
while limiting the impact on the science instruments. 
5.4. Data and Processes Which Must Exist in a Domain 
A domain must manage outage and maintenance data in a reasonable fashion before it 
considers publishing these data for use by other domains. The existing management systems 
must collect and organize the data in a manner that it allows topology, maintenance planning, 
outage information and trouble tickets to be correlated. This area is not well addressed by 
most public domain or commercial network management systems. 
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The key to correlating the data from different underlying systems is tying it to 
topology information. A robust topology management database that contains historical 
information will simplify the process of correlating information from multiple sources 
together into a meaningful global representation. 
One of the core systems for network operations is the NMS. The NMS must be able 
to archive link state and device state transitions. It must be capable of generating reports of 
state transitions that include detailed time and topology information. In addition, the topology 
information presented must be in a form that can be correlated with the physical devices, 
physical and logical interfaces and circuits referenced by the domains other management 
systems. The system should also be able to distinguish between network outages and 
management system outages. 
Some networks have dedicated calendaring system for maintenance planning. Other 
networks may use the planning capabilities in their NMS or trouble ticketing system. The 
planning system must be able to generate reports for the planned maintenance events. These 
reports must contain detailed time and topology information. The level of detail must be 
sufficient to categorize all of the state transitions reported by NMS into planned and 
unplanned categories. 
The last system that should be integrated is the trouble ticketing system. Integrating 
this system is not critical, but it will facilitate network operations. The trouble ticket system 
or NMS should contain sufficient topology and timing information to correlate state 
transitions reported by the NMS to a trouble ticket identifier. Integrating this information will 
allow network operators from other domains to provide a concise identifier when working on 
resolving network outages. 
5.5. Schema for Availability Metrics and Maintenance Windows 
The NMWG version 2 schema will be used to describe the data requirements. The 
perfSONAR implementation of the NMWG Version 2 schema already includes the time and 
network topology information required for describing availability.24 That implementation has 
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been utilized for this research. It has been extended, using the defined extension mechanism, 
to include state transitions and outage information. 
State transitions represent changes in the network state. These changes may occur due 
to interface, link or device failure or recovery. They can also occur due to the passage of 
time, I.E, entering or leaving a planned maintenance window. 
The main addition to the schema necessary to support outage information is to add 
transition attribute to the NMWG parameter block. This attribute can be used in a select 
block in a query to request information about particular types of transitions. It will appear in 
the select blocks in the metadata section returned in a results message. 
The value of this attribute is left as text in the schemas presented here. Conceptually, 
it would be more useful if it were an enumerated type with an extensible list of values. The 
enumerated list should include: interfaceUp, interfaceDown, maintenanceWindowStart, and 
maintenanceWindowEnd. However, the majority of the toolkits in use by the perfSONAR 
development team do not deal well with enumerated types. Therefore, interoperability is best. 
achieved by using a text typed field with the values selected from the previous list. 
Additional attributes were also added to the NMWG datum element. They include 
severity, troubleticket, reason, and planned attributes. The planned attribute is a Boolean, 
whereas the others are strings. These are all optional attributes. 
A complete formal specification of the outage schema in RelaxNG format is -shown in 
Appendix 2. This format can be more difficult to understand. Following are descriptions of 
several example instance documents. 
Figure 4 contains a request for outage data about an interface on the Abilene Atlanta 
router. This request uses standard NMWG elements and attributes to identify the specific 
interface and the times in question. The usage of the outage name space for the first subject is 
the indication that this is an outage request. It is also possible to retrieve specific types of 
transitions by specifying a transition parameter within a select block in the request. 
The extensions are presented here as if they were integrated into the NMWG name space. There are efforts 
underway to get this accepted by the NMWG. Minor name-space changes would be required if they are not put 
in the NMWG hierarchy. 
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A sample response message is contained in Figure 5. This response shows one 
planned maintenance window and two outages. The first outage occurred within the window 
so it is tagged as planned. The second outage occurred after the window so it is tagged as 
unplanned. However, the policies for describing outages as "planned" or "unplanned" are not 
dictated by the schema. It is possible for planned outages to occur without a maintenance 
window, and unplanned outages to occur within a window if domain policies allow. 
<?xml version=' 1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?> 
<!-- Purpose: request outage data for an interface --> 
<nmwg:message type="SetupDataRequest" 
id="request 1 " 
xmins :outage="http://ggf. org/ns/nmwg/characteristic/outage/ 1.0/" 
xmins:nmwg="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/base/2.0/" 
xmins:nmwgt="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/topology/2.0/"> 
<!-- Optional message level parameters --> 
<nmwg:parameters id="message 1 "> 
<nmwg:parameter name="timevalue"> 1127450315</nmwg:parameter> 
<nmwg:parameter name="timeType">unix</nmwg:parameter> 
</nmwg:parameters> 
<!-- Metadata sent in -can be partially specified. 
The response should fill it in. The response will point 
at "key" versions of the metadata. Those versions will reference 
completely filled in metadata blocks. --> 
<nmwg: metadata id="meta 1 "> 
<outage:subject id="subj 1 "> 
<nmwgt:interface> 






<select: subj ect id="subj 2" metadataIdRef=="meta 1 "/> 
<select:parameters id="select-parameters"> 
<nmwg:parameter name="startTime">1124250480</nmwg:parameter> 




<!-- The data element is a trigger that indicates the response 
should include the actual data instead of a Key. --> 
<nmwg:data id=" 1 " metadataIdRef="metal"/> 
</nmwg:message> 
Figure 4.Outage Data Request Message 
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<?xml version=' 1.0' encoding='UTF-S'?> 
<!-- Purpose: Return outage data including full metadata. --> 
<nmwg:message type="SetupDataResponse" 
id="response 1 " 
messageIdRef="requestl " 
xmins: outage="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/characteristic/outage/ 1.0/" 
xmins:nmwg="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/base/2.0/" 
xmins:nmwgt="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/topology/2.0/"> 
<!-- Optional message level parameters --> 
<nmwg:parameters id="msgparaml "> 
<nmwg:parameter name="authToken">Internet2</nmwg:parameter> 
<nmwg:parameter name="timeValue"> 1127250316</nmwg:parameter> 
<nmwg:parameter name="timeType">unix</nmwg:parameter> 
</nmwg:parameters> 
<nmwg:metadata id="metal "> 




<nmwgt: ifName>unknown</nmwgt: ifName> 
<nmwgt:ifDescription>atla->hstn:oc 192(p2p)::show:intracloud</nmwgt:ifDescription> 
<nmwgt: authRealm>Internet2</nmwgt: authRealnv 





<outage :subject id="subj 2" metadataldRef="meta 1 "> 
<outage:parameters id="param2"> 
<nmwg:parameter name="transition">interfaceDown</nmwg:parameter> 
</outage : parameters> 
</outage : subj ect> 
</nmwg:metadata> 
<nmwg: metadata id="meta3 "> 
<outage: subject id="subj 3" metadataIdRef="meta 1 "> 
<outage:parameters id="param3 "> 
<nmwg:parameter name="transition">interfaceUp</nmwg:parameter> 
</outage : parameters> 
</outage : subj ect> 
</nmwg: metadata> 
Figure 5.Outage Data Response Message 
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<nmwg: metadata id="meta4"> 
<outage: subject id=" subj4" metadataIdRef="meta 1 "> 
<outage:parameters id="param4"> 
<nmwg:parameter name="transition">maintenanceWindowStart</nmwg:parameter> 
</outage : parameters> 
</outage : subj ect> 
</nmwg: metadata> 
<nmwg: metadata id="meta5 "> 
<outage:subject id="subj5" metadataIdRef="metal "> 





<!-- This shows a 10 minute planned maintenance period. 
There was a 30 second outage during the maintenance period. 
There was a 10 second outage after the maintenance period. --> 
<nmwg:data id="datal" metadataIdRef="metal"> 
<nmwg:datum timeValue=" 1106492000" timeType="unix" planned=True/> 
<nmwg:datum timeValue=" 1106492630" timeType="unix" planned=False 
troubleTicket="http :///> 
</nmwg: data> 
<nmwg:data id="data2" metadataIdRef="meta3 "> 
<nmwg:datum timeValue=" 1106492030" timeType="unix" planned=True/> 
<nmwg:datum timeValue=" 1.106492640" timeType="unix" planned=False/> 
</nmwg:data> 
<nmwg:data id="data3" metadataIdRef="meta4"> 
<nmwg:datum timeValue=" 1 1 0649 1 700" timeType="unix" planned=True/> 
</nmwg:data> 
<nmwg:data id="data4" metadataIdRef="meta5"> 
<nmwg:datum timeValue=" 1106492300" timeType="unix" planned=True/> 
</nmwg:data> 
</nmwg: message> 
Figure 5. (continued) 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Large scientific instruments have significant network requirements. This research 
examined the LHC collaboration in detail and identified its footprint, bandwidth, QOS and 
availability requirements. 
Meeting the network requirements of large scientific instruments requires multiple 
networks to collaborate. The geographic scope of the experiment exceeds the scope of any 
one network infrastructure. The network requirements must be met by building an 
international or inter-continental Internet that work together to meet a common goal. 
Network collaborations on this scale are complex. The underlying physical 
infrastructures are constantly experiencing updates, changes and failures. Monitoring and 
measuring the end-to-end network paths in this environment requires new tools and 
techniques. The tools and techniques are being actively developed by the PerfS ONAR 
collaboration. 
End-to-end paths with well-defined characteristics are necessary for many large 
scientific instrument applications to make effective use of the network. There are a numerous 
circuit based services projects that are exploring this area. They promise to produce useful 
tools, techniques, and applications that will allow end users to construct cross domain 
circuits. 
One capability required to operate large scale network collaborations which had not 
been addressed previously is the ability to publish and exchange outage and planned 
maintenance events. This research defined an extension to the NMWG schema that will 
support managing exchanging this information in a standardized format. 
These schema additions can be used by the PerfSONAR project to deliver this 
capability. The PerfSONAR measurement archive can be extended with this schema to 
export and publish network outage and maintenance windows. It will provide a framework 
that allows multiple domains to coordinate maintenance events. The framework will simplify 
troubleshooting efforts by providing a simple mechanism to allow operations staff in one 
domain to determine the maintenance status of an entire end-to-end path when responding to 
problem reports. 
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APPENDIX 1. LHC TIER2 CENTERS 
This list is from the Memorandum of Understanding between CERN and the Tier 1 and Tier 
2 centers . s 
Institutions) Funding Organization 
Australia, University of Melbourne AusHEP 
China, IHEP, Beijing MOST NSFC 
Czech Rep., FZU AS, Prague MSMT CR 
France, CC-IN2P3 AF CNRS/IN2P3 and 
CEA/DSM/DAPNIA 
France, GRIF, Paris 
- DAPNIA, Saclay 
- IPN, Orsay 
- LAL, Ors ay 
- LLR, Plaiseau 
- LPNHE, Paris 
CNRS/IN2P3 and 
CEA/DSM/DAPNIA. 
France, LPC, Clermont-Ferrand CNRS/IN2P3 
France, SUBATECH, Nantes CNRS/IN2P3 
Germany, DESY, Hamburg BMBF/DESY 
Germany, GS I, Darmstadt BMB F/GS I 
Germany, ATLAS Federation, Munich 
- MPI fur Physik 
- Ludwig Maximilian Universitat 
- Leibniz Rechenzentrum 
- Rechenzentrum Garching der MPG 
MPG 
Germany, CMS Federation 
- DESY, Hamburg 
- RWTH, Aachen 
BMBF/DESY 
DAE India, TIFR, Mumbai 
India, VECC/SINP, Kolkata DAE 
Italy, INFN Tier-2 Federation INFN 
Japan, ICEPP, Tokyo University of Tokyo 
Pakistan, Pakistan Tier-2 Federation 
- NCP - PAEC 
PAEC/NCP 




Ministry of Science &Education 
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Institutions) Funding Organization 
Romania, Romanian Tier-2 Federation 
- NIPNE 
- PUB 
- IS S - IC I 
- ITIM 
National Authority for Scientific 
Research 
Russian Fed., Russian Data-Intensive GRID 
(RDIG) 
Federal Agency for Science and 
Innovation/JINR 
Spain, ATLAS Federation 
- IFAE, Barcelona 
- IFIC, Valencia 
- UAM, Madrid 
MEC 
Spain, CMS Federation 
- CIEMAT, Madrid 
- IFCA, Santander 
MEC 
Spain, LHCb Federation 
- UB, Barcelona 
- USC, Santiago 
MEC 
Switzerland, CSCS CHIPP 
Taipei, Taiwan Analysis Facility Federation 
- Academia Sinica 
- National Taiwan University 
- National Central University 
Academia Sinica 







UK, NorthGrid 2 












Institutions) Funding Organization 










USA, Boston/Harvard ATLAS T2 
- BOStOn UnlverSlty 
- Harvard University 
NSF 
USA, Southwest ATLAS T2 
- Langston University 
- University of New Mexico 
- Oklahoma University 
- University of Texas, Arlington 
NSF 
USA, Midwest ATLAS T2 
- University of Chicago 
- Indiana University 
NSF 
USA, Caltech CMS T2 NSF 
USA, University of Florida CMS T2 NSF 
USA, MIT CMS T2 NSF 
USA, University of Nebraska CMS T2 NSF 
USA, Purdue University CMS T2 NSF 
USA, University of California San Diego 
CMS T2 
NSF 
USA, University of Wisconsin CMS TZ NSF 
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APPENDIX 2. SCHEMA FUR AVAILABILITY METRICS 
# ############################################################## 
# File: Outage.rnc 
# Author: Joe Metzger 
# Version: $Id: Outage.rnc,v 1.3 2006/03/18 20:51:06 metzger Exp 
# Purpose: Describe outage and planned maintenance events 
# Reference: http://books.xmischemata.org/relaxng/page2.html 
# Based on PassiveBand.rnc v1.7 from perfSONAR CVS archives 
# ############################################################## 
# Namespace definitions 
# ############################################################## 
namespace nmwg = "http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/base/2.0/" 
namespace outage = "http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/characteristic/outage/1.0/" 
# ############################################################## 
# Include base functionality from files specifying 
# the NMWG V2 schema in the perfSONAR distribution 
# ############################################################## 
include °° nmtopo . me " 
include "nmbase.rnc" { 
Metadata ~= OutageMetadata 
Data I= OutageData 
} 
############################################################## 
Metadata is the 'data' that describes physical measurements. 
Metadata can be something such as a physical address, or 
a geographical location; any form of static, re-usable 
designation. It is important to note that the subject 
namespace and parameters namespace MUST match (or the parameters 
can be a generic NMWG) 
Example: 
<nmwg:metadata id="REQUIRED_ID" 
metadataIdRef="OPTIONAL REFERENCE ID" 
xmins:nmwg="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/base/2.0/"> 
<!-- OPTIONAL SUBJECT --> 
<!-- OPTIONAL PARAMETERS --> 
<!-- OPTIONAL EVENTTYPE --> 
<!-- OPTIONAL KEY --> 
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<outage:subject id="REQUIRED ID" 
# 




# <nmwgtopo:src type="REQUIRED_TYPE" value="REQUIRED_VALUE" 
# port="OPTIONAL PORT"/> 
# 
# <nmwgtopo:dst type="REQUIRED_TYPE" value="REQUIRED_VALUE" 




# <nmwgtopo:ipAddress> TEXT </nmwgtopo:ipAddress> 
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<nmwgtopo:hostName> TEXT </nmwgtopo:hostName> 
<nmwgtopo:ifName> TEXT </nmwgtopo:ifName> 
<nmwgtopo:ifDescription> TEXT </nmwgtopo:ifDescription> 
<nmwgtopo:ifAddress type='REQUIRED_TYPE'> TEXT </nmwgtopo:ifAddress> 
<nmwgtopo:ifHostName> TEXT </nmwgtopo:ifHostName> 
<nmwgtopo:ifIndex> TEXT </nmwgtopo:iflndex> 
<nmwgtopo:type> TEXT </nmwgtopo:type> 




element outage:subject { 










<nmwg:parameter name="REQUIRED_ENUM_NAME" value="OPTIONAL_VALUE" 
xmins:nmwg="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/base/2.0/"> 
<!-- ANY OUTAGE PARAMETER, (IF YOU DID NOT USE THE VALUE ATTRIBUTE) > 
</nmwg:parameter> 




element outage:parameters { 
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Identif ier & 
OutageParameter & 
{ OutageParameterST }? & 
{ OutageParameterET }? 
} 
OutageParameter = 
element nmwg:parameter { 
attribute name { "transition" 




element nmwg:parameter { 
attribute name { "startTime" } & 
startTime 
OutageParameterET = 
element nmwg:parameter { 
attribute name { "endTime" } & 
EndTime 
############################################################## 
The data block is complex, and has the potential to contain 
many things. The data block can be used to return a metadata 
block from a request, commonTime or datum elements, keys, 
or something that we have perhaps not defined as of yet. 
Example: 
<nmwg:data id="REQUIRED_ID" 
metadataIdRef="OPTIONAL REFERENCE ID" 
xmins:nmwg=°°http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/base/2.0/°'> 
<!-- OPTIONAL (MULTIPLE) METADATA --> 
<!-- OPTIONAL (MULTIPLE) COMMON TIME ELEMENTS AND 
OPTIONAL (MULTIPLE) DATUM ELEMENTS--> 
<!-- OPTIONAL (MULTIPLE) DATUM ELEMENTS --> 
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# <!-- OPTIONAL (MULTIPLE) KEY ELEMENTS --> 
# 





element nmwg:data { 
Identifier & 









# CommonTime is used a a shortcut able to 'factor out° a frequently 
# occurring time range that a bunch of datum (or other) elements 
# might share, thus reducing complexity of XML representation. 
# CommonTime is similar to the other NMWG time stamps (from 
# nmtime.rnc) in its potential time representations. 
# Example: 
# <nmwg:commonTime type="REQUIRED TYPE" value="OPTIONAL VALUE" 
# duration="OPTIONAL DURATION °1
# inclusive="OPTIONAL INCLUSIVE FLAG" 
# xmins:nmwg="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/base/2.0/"> 
# <!-- OPTIONAL START TIME ELEMENT (USE END TIME OR DURATION) --> 
# 
# <!-- OPTIONAL END TIME ELEMENT (ONLY WITH START TIME) --> 
# <!-- OPTIONAL TIME VALUE ELEMENT (USE IF NO VALUE ATTRIBUTE) --> 
# 
# <!-- OPTIONAL (MULTIPLE) DATUM ELEMENTS --> 

























<!-- TIME ELEMENT (IF ATTRIBUTES NOT USED) --> 
</outage:datum> 
OutageDatum = 
element outage:datum { 
attribute severity { xsd:string }? & 
attribute troubleTicket { xsd:string 
attribute reason { xsd:string }? & 
attribute planned { xsd:boolean }? & 








attribute timeType { xsd:string } & 
attribute timeValue { xsd:string } 
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